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CARAS Training’s “Business Writing” Overview 
 
“Please join Caras Training Team and I for a interactive program teaching things you should of learned year’s ago. Except the fact that errors 

of grammar, spelling and punctuation causes customers and colleagues to think we are less smart and capable; and help staff revisit there 

knowledge of writing clearly.” 

The above statement has eight common errors. Most folks can identify at least half of them. Others will argue that a few of them are correct. 

“That’s the way we learned it in my high school,” a Corporate VP once shared with a class to explain a mistaken belief.  

No matter where incorrect grammar was learned, it reflects poorly on the writer and the business he or she represents. Weak word choices or 

mistakes with spelling can confuse readers and cause extra work. 

In this highly interactive, eye opening, skill development program, learners explore: 

1. How to identify and correct the most common grammar, spelling, punctuation and formatting errors.  

2. How to compose emails in your real-world situations (or how to personalize your email templates) from effective subject lines to gracious closes. 

3. Best practices for writing system notes in your environment so everyone who reads them knows what occurred and what to do next. (If 

appropriate for your team.) 

4. Live Chat standards for customer service, technical support and sales results. (If appropriate for your team.) 

5. Making professional word choices for clear, consistent communications. 

Our Services 
 
At Caras Training, we highly customize interactive training to make sure your staff represents your brand with enthusiasm and integrity. 

At the end of each classroom experience, your team members know exactly what to do and say. This means they get back to work and 

succeed immediately. 

Follow-up training and coaching ensures your investment in strategy and training brings planned and predictable payback. 

We provide many training options including instructor-led, interactive eLearning, webinars, team meeting activities, coaching and feedback 

initiatives, and trainer training programs. 

On the next pages you will see our fundamental “Business Writing” content. Our client programs typically include these key learning points as 

they apply to your culture, customers, products and services.  
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH 

1 - Standards for Writing 
and Editing 

Top 15 common errors  

and how to fix them 

Rules for punctuation 

Why spell check must be re-

checked 

Texts and tweets have created new rules for spelling and grammar. Unfortunately, these rules do not 

apply to professional business letters and emails.  

Today, our written communications are published, saved and forwarded to a wider audience than 

originally expected. Readers judge the competence and intelligence of the authors based on the 

accuracy and clarity of the message. Poor writers find themselves humiliated in public. Companies lose 

customers and prospects when their staff is perceived as uneducated. 

To be recognized as professional representatives of an honorable company, staff  must be able to: 

 Write clear sentences using the right words, spelling, grammar and punctuation 

 Edit their own work for clarity and accuracy (re-read, re-organize, make new word choices) 

 Use “cheat sheets” to help them choose proper words and word forms 

 Break incorrect habits 

2 - Standards for 
Professional Emails 

5 Parts to an email 

Write thorough responses to your 

customers and colleagues 

Email communication can be an expedient way to solve problems and get work done.  

To ensure your staff sends useful email correspondence teach them: 

 How to write useful Subject Lines (and when to change the subject line) 

 Greetings that show the author and reader have a professional and successful relationship 

 Body Copy that answers all questions, provides thorough information, and is easy-to-read 

 Gracious Closes that end emails kindly 

 Signatures that make it easy for readers to contact you in the future 

 When to stop emailing and use the telephone to resolve an issue 
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH 

3 - Standards for Internal  
& Systems Notes 

What your readers need to see  

and understand 

Common mistakes that  

create re-work 

Brief-yet-thorough writing 

Internal system notes are typically read by several departments in a company. In some organizations, 

customers see them too. 

In order to be sure everyone can use system notes well, they must be written clearly. Teach staff to: 

 Meet your standards for quality 

 Interpret account status logs or operational information and translate them into a few easy-to-read 

sentences 

 Review what they have written and edit their work 

4 - Standards for Live 
Chat 

Prove you can and will help 

Identify all your  

correspondent’s needs 

Be proactive, when appropriate 

Help all contacts thoroughly 

“Live Chat Now” is an excellent way to serve the needs of your customers and prospects. Folks who 

choose to chat expect immediate help from an expert.  

Training for your expert team should include: 

 How to choose the best words and phrases to connect with your contact so s/he feels confident 

about your guidance 

 Identifying your contact as “in the buying mode”, “in the account edit mode”, “in the product use 

mode” (as appropriate for your environment) 

 How to follow your contact’s “mode” to the thorough resolution - a sale, an edited account, a fixed 

product, etc. 

 Use of positive words, reassuring phrases, and correct grammar 

 When to recommend a telephone or face-to-face intervention (if appropriate) 
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